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Hidden Steel Blue Hound Visions Mickey Finn doesn't remember being kidnapped. Or handcuﬀed. In fact, Mickey Finn doesn't remember anything. But that won't stop this determined survivor. Too many
people want to know the details she's lost—including ruthless saboteurs who leave a trail of dead bodies, deception, and chaos in their wake. Mickey may not know who she is, but she knows she's got to
put an end to the siege. Steve Spaneas teaches self-defense and tough love in equal measure, but nothing has prepared him for Mickey Finn. She's a smart, gritty, ﬁghter with a spine of steel—and she's
about to take him along on the ride of his life. Mickey won't stop until the last bad guy is down and out—and she knows who and what she is. About Hidden Steel: "Another trademark Durgin, full of realism,
deft strokes of humour (and pop culture), plenty of sizzle, compassion, action, and a heroine you not only believe, you want to be. Grab this one." --Julie Czerneda, Stratiﬁcation series "HIDDEN STEEL is a
page-turner voyage of discovery, with the fate of the free world in the balance. Well-drawn characters, numerous plot twists, and unexpected glints of humor are what I've come to anticipate in any of
Doranna's novels, and this one deﬁnitely lived up to expectation!" --Michelle Shirey Crean, Dancer of the Sixth "Readers who remember Ms. Durgin’s Bombshell releases will be thrilled with HIDDEN
STEEL... a strong heroine, a great hero and a story that keeps you completely enthralled.... HIDDEN STEEL has mystery, action, a little romance and loads of great characters." --Wendy Keel, Romance
Readers Connection "HIDDEN STEEL is a pulse-pounding suspense...Full of mystery and interesting characters, HIDDEN STEEL will grab readers from the beginning and is a book you don't want to miss." -Jennifer Bishop, Romance Reviews Today "...A fast-paced suspense...satisfyingly complex [plot]. Durgin balances action and romance deftly.... It's deﬁnitely an enjoyable read." --Sheila Connolly, the
Orchard Mystery series “Mow your lawn, ﬁnish doing the wash, and walk your dog BEFORE starting this book!” – A Reader “Another trademark Durgin, full of realism, deft strokes of humour (and pop
culture), plenty of sizzle, compassion, action, and a heroine you not only believe, you want to be. Grab this one.” –Julie Czerneda, Stratiﬁcation series “HIDDEN STEEL is a page-turner voyage of discovery,
with the fate of the free world in the balance. Well-drawn characters, numerous plot twists, and unexpected glints of humor are what I’ve come to anticipate in any of Doranna’s novels, and this one
deﬁnitely lived up to expectation!” –Michelle Shirey Crean, Dancer of the Sixth Hidden Steel Five Star Trade When a CIA case oﬃcer awakens after being subdued by drugs, she does not know if she is a
good guy or on the mercenary side of wrong; as Steve Spaneas, a gym owner, and the woman learn to trust each other, they discover the dangerous truth of her past. Contemporary Authors New
Revision Series Gale / Cengage Learning In response to the escalating need for up-to-date information on writers, Contemporary Authors® New Revision Series brings researchers the most recent data
on the worlds most-popular authors. These exciting and unique author proﬁles are essential to your holdings because sketches are entirely revised and up-to-date, and completely replace the original
Contemporary Authors® entries. For your convenience, a soft-cover cumulative index is sent biannually. Five Children and It tredition This book is part of the TREDITION CLASSICS series. The creators of
this series are united by passion for literature and driven by the intention of making all public domain books available in printed format again - worldwide. At tredition we believe that a great book never
goes out of style. Several mostly non-proﬁt literature projects provide content to tredition. To support their good work, tredition donates a portion of the proceeds from each sold copy. As a reader of a
TREDITION CLASSICS book, you support our mission to save many of the amazing works of world literature from oblivion. Crossed Stars, Steel Edges Page Publishing Inc Book Delisted No Secret So
Dark, So Deadly Dorrance Publishing The Secret War on the United States in 1915 A Tale of Sabotage, :abor Unrest and Border Troubles Henselstone Verlag LLC The Secret War Council,
Germany’s spy organization in New York, received orders from Berlin to stop the ﬂow of munitions through terrorism in January 1915. German agents in the U.S. ﬁrebombed freighters on the high seas,
incited labor unrest, fomented troubles along the Mexican-American border, and damaged or destroyed dozens of American factories and logistics installations. The German secret war against the United
States in 1915, its discovery and publication, combined with the disastrous sinking of the Lusitania in May of that year, did much to prepare the American public to ﬁnally accept joining the Entente powers
against Germany in 1917. This is the story of a group of German agents in the United States, who executed this mission. The Secret of Our Success How Culture Is Driving Human Evolution,
Domesticating Our Species, and Making Us Smarter Princeton University Press How our collective intelligence has helped us to evolve and prosper Humans are a puzzling species. On the one hand,
we struggle to survive on our own in the wild, often failing to overcome even basic challenges, like obtaining food, building shelters, or avoiding predators. On the other hand, human groups have produced
ingenious technologies, sophisticated languages, and complex institutions that have permitted us to successfully expand into a vast range of diverse environments. What has enabled us to dominate the
globe, more than any other species, while remaining virtually helpless as lone individuals? This book shows that the secret of our success lies not in our innate intelligence, but in our collective brains—on
the ability of human groups to socially interconnect and learn from one another over generations. Drawing insights from lost European explorers, clever chimpanzees, mobile hunter-gatherers,
neuroscientiﬁc ﬁndings, ancient bones, and the human genome, Joseph Henrich demonstrates how our collective brains have propelled our species' genetic evolution and shaped our biology. Our early
capacities for learning from others produced many cultural innovations, such as ﬁre, cooking, water containers, plant knowledge, and projectile weapons, which in turn drove the expansion of our brains
and altered our physiology, anatomy, and psychology in crucial ways. Later on, some collective brains generated and recombined powerful concepts, such as the lever, wheel, screw, and writing, while also
creating the institutions that continue to alter our motivations and perceptions. Henrich shows how our genetics and biology are inextricably interwoven with cultural evolution, and how culture-gene
interactions launched our species on an extraordinary evolutionary trajectory. Tracking clues from our ancient past to the present, The Secret of Our Success explores how the evolution of both our cultural
and social natures produce a collective intelligence that explains both our species' immense success and the origins of human uniqueness. Cross the Stars Baen Publishing Enterprises THE LONG WAY
HOME Hammer's Slammer Don Slade is coming home to the planet Tethys, to his son and the woman he loves. But the space between is dark and cold. And the stars he must pass shine their light on
planets which beckon to the weary traveler, planets which hold hidden dangers. And if Don Slade should ever reach Tethys ... that is when the real ﬁghting starts. At the publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management). "-[Drake] has developed a following for his Slammers just short of cult proportions." -Rave Reviews Pantologia A New Cabinet Cyclopaedia,
Comprehending a Complete Series of Essays, Treatises, and Systems, Alphabetically Arranged... The Columbian Star and Christian Index Pantologia. A new (cabinet) cyclopædia, by
J.M. Good, O. Gregory, and N. Bosworth assisted by other gentlemen of eminence Scientiﬁc and Technical Aerospace Reports Pantologia A New Cyclopaedia, Comprehending a
Complete Series of Essays, Treatises, and Systems, Alphabetically Arranged; with a General Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and Words ... Illustrated with Engravings, Those on History
Being from Original Drawings by Edwards and Others ... The Theosophist Popular Mechanics Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and inﬂuences readers to help them master the modern world.
Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech
lifestyle. Star Trek: The Original series: Rihannsu: The Bloodwing Voyages Simon and Schuster THE HISTORIC SAGA BEGINS Born in the twilight years of Vulcan's violent and passionate past, those
who declared themselves Rihannsu chose to reign free in the unknown reaches of space rather than to serve under the new tyranny of logic. Having severed themselves from their homeworld, they
survived the perilous voyage across the stars to wash ashore on a distant planet, there to begin the civilization that would one day ﬂower into the Romulan Star Empire. Now, after millennia of wars and
conquests, that empire is decaying from within, surrendering its noble heritage to reckless ambition, abandoning honor for kidnapping and murder. The corruption is so great that the Rihannsu's ﬁnest
military oﬃcer -- Commander Ael t'Rllaillieu of the warbird Bloodwing -- believes she can save her people only by joining forces with her greatest enemy: Captain James T. Kirk of the Starship Enterprise™.
Meanwhile, on the Romulan homeworld, a Federation deep-cover agent has been posing as a household servant named Arrhae i-Khellian -- but her operation takes a strange turn when a captured Starﬂeet
oﬃcer is brought to her home . . . The lives of Ael, Arrhae, and the crew of the Enterprise come together in these astonishing adventures -- originally published in four volumes: My Enemy, My Ally; The
Romulan Way; Swordhunt; and Honor Blade -- that will challenge everything you thought you knew about the Romulans. American Publishers' Circular and Literary Gazette The Vigilante's Lover:
The Original Series Complete Boxed Set Casey Shay Press She just wanted to write a sexy letter to a prisoner. She had no idea. The complete set of all four volumes of the blockbuster romantic
suspense series from the desk of USA Today bestselling author Deanna Roy / JJ Knight Mia trembles as she reads the letter that arrives from Ridley Prison. Seduction. Ropes. Descriptions of things Mia has
never experienced or known. The man’s words are desperately passionate. He longs for a woman who must have given him a fake address. Mia’s address. She plans to send the letter back. He’s a
convicted felon. But his words gnaw at her. She’s never done anything dangerous. And no man has ever talked to her like this. So Mia writes him, pretending to be the woman he desires. It's her one dark
thrill in her dull, solitary small-town life. The man is in prison for another ﬁfteen years. It's harmless. She is safe enough. Until he escapes. ___________ This complete set includes all four books of the
original romantic suspense series. Universal Technological Dictionary Or Familiar Explanation of the Terms Used in All Arts and Sciences Containing Deﬁnitions Drawn from the Original
Writers : in Two Volumes America's Secret Establishment An Introduction to the Order of Skull & Bones TrineDay Breaking 170 years of secrecy, this intriguing exposÉ takes a behind-thescenes look at Yale's mysterious society, the Order of the Skull and Bones, and its prominent members, numbering among them Tafts, Rockefellers, Pillsburys, and Bushes. Explored is how Skull and Bones
initiates have become senators, judges, cabinet secretaries, spies, titans of ﬁnance and industry, and even U.S. presidents, including George W. Bush. This book reveals that far from being a campus
fraternity, the society is more concerned with the success of its members in the postcollegiate world. Included are a veriﬁed membership list, rare reprints of original Order materials revealing the
interlocking power centers dominated by Bonesmen, and a peek inside the Tomb, their 140-year-old private clubhouse. Universal Technological Dictionary, Or Familiar Explanation of the Terms
Used in All Arts and Sciences, Containing Deﬁnitions Drawn from the Original Writers and Illustrated by Plates, Epigrams, Cuts, &c. by George Crabb G-Z The Book of Five Rings
(Annotated) The Book of Five Rings is a text on kenjutsu and the martial arts in general, written by the Japanese swordsman Miyamoto Musashi around 1643.Written over three centuries ago by a
Samurai warrior, the book has been hailed as a limitless source of psychological insight for businessmen-or anyone who relies on strategy and tactics for outwitting the competition. The Young Man's
Evening Book The Titanic Secret Penguin UK ENTER THE LATEST ISAAC BELL ADVENTURE AS HE IS JOINED WITH DIRK PITT OVER A CENTURY APART TO DISCOVER A TRUTH LOST WITH THE TITANIC . . .
'The Adventure King' SUNDAY EXPRESS ________ The Titanic's greatest secret is ﬁnally revealed . . . When Dirk Pitt raised the Titanic in search of a rare and valuable element, he never learned the
disturbing true story of its origins. But upon receiving secret testimony from private detective Isaac Bell, he's taken back to the year 1911 and a tragedy at Colorado's Little Angel Mine. There, Isaac Bell is
tasked with explaining the deaths of nine miners. But all is not as it seems and soon Bell ﬁnds himself on his way to Europe hunting for clues concerning a rare element of incalculable value. All while being
pursued by dangerous men. Men who will do anything to get their hands on it . . . Isaac Bell must decide how far he'll go to stop them, it's a journey that can only end with the fateful ﬁrst and ﬁnal voyage
of the Titanic itself. Praise for Clive Cussler 'Cussler is hard to beat' Daily Mail 'Just about the best in the business' New York Post 'Nobody does it better . . . nobody!' Stephen Coonts Behaviourism The
Early Years Psychology Press Behaviourism:The Early Years collects critical articles concerned with the articulation of the behaviourist programme and reprints the full texts of ﬁve of the most important
monographs contributing to the early growth of behaviourism. Billboard In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Billboard In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends. Conjuring Asia Cambridge University Press This book charts the
history of modern magic across India, China and Japan, analyzing representations in the cultural imagination of the West. The People's Magazine Sci-Fi Box Set: 140+ Dystopian Novels, Novels
Space Adventures, Lost World Classics & Apocalyptic Tales The War of the Worlds, The Outlaws of Mars, The Star Rover, Planetoid 127, Frankenstein, Lord of the World, The Doom of
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London, New Atlantis, A Martian Odyssey, A Columbus of Space… e-artnow Enjoy this meticulously edited SF Collection, jam-packed with space adventures, dystopian apocalyptic tales and the
greatest sci-ﬁ classics: H. G. Wells: The Time Machine The War of the Worlds The Island of Doctor Moreau The Invisible Man… Jules Verne: Journey to the Center of the Earth 20.000 Leagues under the Sea
The Mysterious Island… Mary Shelley: Frankenstein The Last Man Edgar Wallace: Planetoid 127 The Green Rust… Otis Adelbert Kline: The Venus Trilogy The Mars Series Malcolm Jameson: Captain Bullard
Series Garrett P. Serviss: Edison's Conquest of Mars A Columbus of Space The Sky Pirate… Arthur Conan Doyle: The Professor Challenger Series Francis Bacon: New Atlantis Edwin A. Abbott: Flatland Jack
London: Iron Heel The Scarlet Plague The Star Rover… Robert Louis Stevenson: Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde George MacDonald: Lilith H. Rider Haggard: King Solomon's Mines She William H. Hodgson: The House
on the Borderland The Night Land… Edgar Allan Poe: Some Words with a Mummy Mellonta Tauta… H. P. Lovecraft: Beyond the Wall of Sleep The Cats of Ulthar Celephaïs Edward Bellamy: Looking
Backward: 2000–1887 Equality… Mark Twain: A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court Owen Gregory: Meccania the Super-State Margaret Cavendish: The Blazing World Jonathan Swift: Gulliver's
Travels William Morris: News from Nowhere Samuel Butler: Erewhon Edward Bulwer-Lytton: The Coming Race James Fenimore Cooper: The Monikins Hugh Benson: Lord of the World Fred M. White: The
Doom of London Ignatius Donnelly: Caesar's Column Ernest Bramah: The Secret of the League Arthur D. Vinton: Looking Further Backward Robert Cromie: The Crack of Doom Anthony Trollope: The Fixed
Period Cleveland Moﬀett: The Conquest of America Richard Jeﬀeries: After London Francis Stevens: The Heads of Cerberus Percy Greg: Across the Zodiac David Lindsay: A Voyage to Arcturus Stanley G.
Weinbaum: Stories from the Solar System Edward Everett Hale: The Brick Moon Abraham Merritt: The Moon Pool The Metal Monster… C. J. Cutcliﬀe Hyne: The Lost Continent Lewis Grassic Gibbon: Three
Go Back New Peterson Magazine A Decade for Darius Somerwynd Services Jessalyn Swan has never found any man who could light a candle with a ﬂame bright enough to outshine the torch she still
carries for one Darius Covington and therefore has stopped looking. Her ﬂourishing antique business is her hard won lifeblood—a testimony to her feelings for the man she met once and has never
forgotten. One magical date as a teenager has shaped her entire life, and nothing will tear her from her path. When it comes to business or pleasure, middle-class Jessalyn knows she cannot risk losing her
heart—or her livelihood—to blue-blooded Darius all over again. Years of control and discipline vanish the moment Aikido champion Darius comes face to face with Jessalyn, the incredibly sweet teenager he
had met ten years ago, the one who had left an indelible brand on his own teenage heart. But it seems to have gone both ways, for Jess now owns an antique store, a passion she had shared with him over
the hours they had once spent together. Now, though, she will control the inheritance—his beloved uncle’s priceless heirlooms—and he can’t decide if he wants to publicly crush her or simply crush her in
his arms. To make matters worse, someone else is aware of their impasse, and attempts are being made on their lives. The inheritance must go to somebody. Survivor takes all. The Essential Dewey:
Pragmatism, education, democracy Indiana University Press Based on the award-winning 37-volume critical edition of Dewey's work, The Essential Dewey presents for the ﬁrst time a collection of
Dewey's writings that is both manageable and comprehensive. Norton's Literary Gazette and Publishers' Circular Congressional Record Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
Dictionarium Britannicum Or, A More Compleat Universal Etymological Dictionary Than Any Extant ... Illustrated with Near Five Hundred Cuts ... Likewise a Collection and Explanation
of English Proverbs; Also of Words and Phrases Us'd in Our Ancient Charters, Statutes ... Also ... Mythology ... To which is Added, a Collection of Proper Names of Persons and Places
in Great-Britain, &c. ... Narratives of Storytelling across Cultures The Complexities of Intercultural Communication Rowman & Littleﬁeld This book digs deeply into the meanings systems that
make up social groups, addressing contemporary and historical cases both in the U.S. and internationally. Drawing from traditional and social media along with interpersonal communication situations,
contributors provide an engaging multicultural narrative. English Mechanic and Mirror of Science English Mechanic and Mirror of Science and Art
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